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Do you feel disconnected from your partner? Do you feel that something is stopping you from

expressing yourself physically? Do you want to add some spice to your sex life and improve your

intimacy quotient? Do you want to learn about the different ways in which you and your partner can

pleasure each other? Are you curious about learning about different practices of Tantra? If your

answer is yes for any of the questions mentioned above, then this is the perfect book for you.  In the

course of this book, you will learn: The meaning of Tantric massage and its various benefits What

are essential oils and how you can make your own massage oils at home The different techniques

and essentials of giving a tantric massage Various methods used during tantric massage Various

male and female tantric massages How to give an aromatherapy massage Ways in which tantric

massage will help to reignite the spark in your sex life This book provides all the information that you

will need to know about tantric massage and the different techniques of tantric massage that you

can use. All the information regarding will help you to form a bond with your partner that surpasses

the physical realm! So, what are you waiting for? LetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s get started!  Buy your copy today!
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I really enjoyed this book. I found the entire notion of tantra and tantric massage fascinating. I had

some concept of the essential oils, but it was good to get some reinforcement from the reading. I

can definitely see how this is a stress reliever and may be helpful to older men. I am 50, so I am

middle aged, not old ... smile. It was good to read about the various massage techniques. A video

would be nice. The video may have been a bit much, which it came to the genital massages. After

reading about men and women tantric massages, I am inspired to give this stuff a shot. I would



recommend this book for anyone interested in either tantric massages or simply another way of

being intimate with your spouse.

The book gives some nice techniques that are realistic and I will try them out. I was not familiar with

the specific term "tantric massage" but I am glad I got this book. This will give you a clear

understanding about our first and most powerful sense, "touch." It explains how deeply spiritual this

form of erotic massage is, as it transcends the physical form. It will also take you back some 7

thousand years and give you some history on the subject. I enjoyed this read as I was able to learn

many aspects of women that I may have overlooked before. I highly recommend!

Tantric massage is an erotic massage and it requires the mind and spirit of an individual to be free. I

felt like in a state of trance when trying out the technics with my spouse after talking to her about it

and making her read this book with me. We followed the instruction given and found my self in

another world of my own with no worries at all. it was so relaxing and created awareness about

myself.

I think that a sexual intimacy is more powerful and more pleasing when we have a spiritual

connection with partner and not just a physical connection. This is a great guide to lovemaking,

tantric massage can increase the pleasure during sex. Develop a spiritual bond with your partner.

This book can help you!

Tantric massage for couples that want to explore themselves and each other. For friends, who want

to be in same room or separate rooms, who want to give space to each other for an unforgettable

experience. This type of massage brings some extraordinary, yet very deepening moments into

your lives. It helps to deepen your sensuality and ability to feel pleasure. You will explore your body

and its potential for receiving love, feelings, sensuality and sexuality in a new way. Very interesting

book!

The author has done a great job in writing this book. It has given all the information you need to

know about tantric massage and how it helps you to gain great peace of mind. Intimacy is a thing

that every human being desires but if you can get it by different kind of massage and touch then

who will refuse to learn about it. This book is a very good source of ancient tantric massage

knowledge which will give you easy access towards the erotic font of mutual delight and ecstasy.



This book has given me a new way of exploring intimate recognition of body parts through the

procedure of tantric massage. Such alternative form of massage can surely benefit me and my

partner in relieving stress and in inducing more pleasurable moments in a very wholesome way.

Practically, the guides and tips to get the most effective results of tantric massage are very easy to

follow. This is the best book to enhance your sexual drive and mental health.

This book was a real surprise for me and my boyfriend. It has changed our relations dramatically, no

more boring and typical evenings and other things. This book is a lovemaking guide which helps to

become more open and sensitive to your partner. After this book, you will not have any ananswered

questions regarding tantric massage. From the very first step, detailed explanations will help you

understand the main idea. Really a good guide for beginners!
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